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Abstract: These days the Plastic is one of the most versatile material. These days the waste generated by humans. In this paper we develop the VM and RVM. A VM is an automated machine that provides three different types of items such as cola, Sprite and thumbs-up etc. the money is inserted to consumers in to the machine. The reverse vending machine is the machine that accepts empty plastic bottles and credits discount offer. The collected empty plastic bottles are sent for further recycling which is environment friendly. Operation of the machine exhibited accuracy in recognizing barcode data, distinguishing between vend plastic bottle and other plastic bottles, storage update. The machine is able to run on commercial power. All the mentioned process will be controlled by a PIC microcontroller. Throughout the process barcode sensor is responsible to identify vend plastic bottles. The developed project is environment friendly and cost effective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We all know that plastic is how much dangerous to human being. The main problem found by us is critical in managing plastic bottles. The nature is littered by plastic wastes. We hope to make a product that can vend and also collect plastic bottles for recycle. For further deform or grinding the plastic is going for recycling. Main problems caused by plastic pollution are waste and environmental problem in our contemporary society. That’s why we decided to make the machine that can vend plastic cold drink bottles as well as collects that empty plastic bottles, by bar code scanning method. The first modern coin-operated VM is introduced in London in the United Kingdom in early 1880’s. At earlier time the vending machine is only vend the products. In this project the vending machine that sells cold drinks such as juice, bottled water, soft drinks.

So it is needed to collect vended plastic bottles again so that can reduce production of plastic Thus reuse of plastic helps to protect our environment as well As humans health. In this paper proposed that the combination of vending machine and reverse vending machine with monitoring system.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The machines whichever developed earlier are listed as below:

- Vending machine based on the short massage payment with the main control module M68HC11 and GPRS module MC35.
- Automatic medicine dispensing machine.
- Hot Bread Vending Machine.
- Ice Cream Vending Machine.
- The proposed vending machines can vend plastic cold drink bottles as well as collect that empty plastic bottles, by bar code scanning method and monitoring system. In market similar kind of products are available but there is Human health. This project proposed that the combination of vending machine and reverse vending machine with monitoring system.

III. VENDING MACHINE & REVERSE VENDING SYSTEM WITH MONITORING SYSTEM

A. The main components of the Vending system are

- Microcontroller
- Servo Motor (3)
- LCD
- Coin Acceptor module
- AC to DC Power Supply Board
- Keypad

![Vending Machine Diagram](image)
The coin acceptor will take the coin by sensing the thickness, diameter and fall time of the coins to identify them and rejects incorrect coins. After the selection of Cold drink bottle by the help of keypad, the microcontroller will make the Servo Motor to run. The Servo Motor will push the particular bottle out. The instructions and status of the operation will be display on LCD. Each bottle using unique barcode which is already saved.

**B. The main components of the Reverse Vending system & Monitoring system is**

- Microcontroller
- Servo Motor
- LCD
- Barcode Scanner
- AC to DC Power Supply Board
- Thermal Printer
- LDR
- Monitoring Unit

Reverse vending system will accept the empty plastic bottle only after the bar code scanning. If the barcode match to the already saved barcode then microcontroller will allow servo motor to run this opens the shutter to take the bottle in. To check whether bottle is fall in to the container or not, the LDR is used. The Monitoring system continuously monitors the level of bottles in the container. When bottle in the container goes to the certain level the monitoring system gives alert by beeping and when the container get full, monitoring system allows microcontroller to stop the reverse vending system.

**IV. ALGORITHMS OF STATE MACHINE DIAGRAM**

**A. Vending Machine:**

Vending system consists of only one state in which it takes coin as an input. If the detected coin is correct, the bottle will come out. If the detected coin is not correct then it will again go to the initial state.

**Fig.3. Flow Chart of Vending Machine**

**V. RESULTS**

**Fig.4. Simulation Results for Vending Machine**

**Fig.5. Simulation Results for RVM**

**VI. CONCLUSION**

This system has set out the vision of making a clean environment free of littered plastic pet bottles. In this paper the existing system has no combined vending and reverse vending systems with monitoring system, also there is no bar code scanning system.
So we decided to make the machine that can vend plastic cold drink bottles as well as collects that empty plastic bottles, by bar code scanning method.

in the market it can be introduced at public and private places such as Airports, shopping malls Railway stations etc. In future we are planning to issue Debit Cards as well as to interlink online bank accounts for funds transfer.
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